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5th October 2017
Dear Parents and Carers
Inspiring and Enhancing Writing Initiative (Part 1): Whole School Forensic Science Day October
19th
As a key priority this school year, we are focusing upon developing all pupils’ enthusiasms for creative
writing whilst at the same time ever enriching their skills as writers. Each term, we will provide a carefully
chosen and extremely exciting shared event as a stimulus.
I am delighted to inform you that the first of these events is a Forensic Science day, run by a team of
specialists from Lincolnshire. The staff from Pulse CSI Education, are highly experienced as actual
Forensic Scientists and as educators within the primary sector. I have worked with the Pulse CSI team on
three occasions previously and can confirm that they offer breath-taking and unforgettable learning
opportunities which fully engross children and capture their imaginations.
Throughout the day, we will work in two Key Stage groups to develop a range of practical scientific skills
and then become detectives, solving age appropriate mysteries, crimes and puzzles. Our shared
experiences on October 19th will then become the basis for innovative and inspirational writing projects in
all classes. A parent and carers event to celebrate progressive writing achievements is planned so that you
too, can enjoy the impact.
Thankfully, the Forensic Science team have agreed to travel to North Rigton for this event – as it would
have been totally impractical and hugely expensive to transport the whole school to Lincolnshire. In
essence, this is a school trip with immensely valid Scientific and important Writing based learning
outcomes, which comes to us without any need to transport our children.
We are asking parents for a voluntary contribution of £11.25 per head to enable our children to access this
invaluable learning opportunity.
Yours sincerely
Jodi Storey
(Literacy Subject Leader)

Whole School Forensic Science Day October 19

th

I agree to my child ______________________________________________________taking part in the
Forensic Science workshop.
I agree to donate £11.25 on Parent Pay.

Signed:

Parent/Guardian

